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With a large number of colors, even more bright
and solid than Zerbion Lux, is the new born
in Sinterama: ZERBION® STAR.
Super bright dope dyed flat yarn, designed
to give a particular brightness and cromatic effect
to fabrics for furnshing and apparel.
ZERBION® STAR combines its super brightness
to all the technical characteristics of polyester
to produce fabrics able to achieve unique
performances not only in the areas in which it has
been studied, but also in the field of technical
textiles, automotive and textile accessories
The dope dyed colors, selected and studied
following the trends of the market, are available
in the basic count... ready to be processed by
inserting a single ingredient: fantasy.
ZERBION® STAR is available in the coounts
160/100 and 300/100.
And then... move to FANTASY... create your own.
The versatility and flexibility of production allows
to combine several counts and colors through the
different available technologies to create custom
items personalized in type, count and color and
are all unique.

Declining these basic counts then arise:
ZERBION ICE: flat and melange yarn for moved
chain.
AIRLAN MINI LUX from 160 dtex up to 12000
dtex in the Maxi Lux version and MINIGLANCE
that also adds the melange effect.
Prepared in very short time and with impressive
minimal quantity.
TEXLUX textured brilliant melange version with
light and dark effect.
These articles give to the fabric or items producted
special effects in brightness, chromaticity, melange
tone on tone and contrast.
All the range of these products that derive from
ZERBION® STAR card are made of 100% polyester
dope dyed, this translates into a significant saving
as regards the consumption of water during the
production and subsequent cleaning processes.
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